
Writing and the Other Arts in 
Wilson Harris' s Fiction1 

T he nature of imagination and its capacity to stimulate remedies 
for the evils of the contemporary world are central to Wilson 
Harris's writing. Yet the theme of a conference on his work 

entitled 'Imagination Global Imagine' left me at first in some perplexity, 
so negative are now the connotations of the word 'global', whether in 
politics, the economy or culture, and suggestive of the 'coat of 
uniformity' Harris frequently critic izes. Then I realized that it was as 
ambivalent as his use of the Beckett locution paraphrased in this title. 
Whether Beckett' s meaning is utterly nihilistic ,2 is a question of 
interpretation. But there is no doubt for Harris about the creative potential 
of the phrase. His essay ' Imagination, Dead, Imagine' is subtitled 
' Bridging a-· Chasm' ,3 and pleads for a renewed connection between the 
arts and sciences to revive the imagination. In Jonestown ' Imagination 
Dead Imagine' is Jim Jones's nihilistic motto in his conquest mission, a 
proclamation of ' the death of the arts'• and of the imagination (p. 90). 
Francisco Bone, however, expresses Harris's far more optimistic version 
when he detects in that very death a possible transition towards rebirth 
and exclaims ' One must re-imagine death as a live fossil apparition. 
Imagination Dead Imagine ' (p. 232). 

My purpose is to attempt to convey what the global evokes in Harris' s 
writing, the multifarious forms it encompasses as it inspires and 
nourishes different artistic modes. As with any concrete or immaterial 
reality he approaches through a variety of concepts, the global appears in 
multiple forms of being. It is both macrocosm and microcosm, nature and 
psyche and their measureless depths. It is our world in all its appearances 
and masks underpinned by a cross-cultural network, and for the narrator 
in The Eye of the Scarecrow', the abstract globe in one' s head' .5 It is also 

1 This paper was read at a conference in honour of Wilson Harris, wh ich took 
place at the University of Newcastle, UK, on 11 May 2002. The theme of the 
conference was 'Imagination Global Imagine'. 
2 See for instance, Uwe Schafer, 'Fleshing the Cannibal's Bones: Samuel 
Beckett's Imagination Dead Imagine and Wilson Harris' s Jonestown, in 
Commonwealth. Essays and Studies, 18-2 (Spring 1996), pp. 1-12. 
3 Wilson Harris, 'Imagination, Dead, Imagine: Bridging a Chasm', The Yale 
Journal of Criticism, 7-1 (1994 ), pp. 185-195. 
4 Wilson Harris, Jonestown, Faber and Faber (London, 1996), p. 15, p. 90. 
Further references are given in the text. 
5 Wilson Harris, The Eye of the Scarecrow, Faber and Faber (London, 1965), p. 
75. Further references are given in the text. 
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the 'unfathomable wholeness' at the hea.11 of ' the Jiving globe-in-depth ', ' 
or put differently, it is the infinite 'womb of space' that Harris's 
characte rs ceaselessly explore, the very opposite of any notion of totality. 
Finally, as suggested in I.he conference theme, it is the imagination itself, 
though never in a homogeneous capacity but stimulated by variable 
forces. 

Harris's first self-reflexive journey towards wholeness as the enigmatic 
source of creation is to be found in the MANIFESTO OF THE UNBORN 
STATE OF EXILE in The Eye of the Scarecrow, in which the character Idiot 
Nameless privileges language as 'the medium of the vision of 
consciousness': 
There are other ways... of arousing this vision. But language alone can 
express ... the sheer-the ultimate 'silent' and ' immaterial' complexity of 
arousal. 

And further: 

It is the sheer mystery - the impossibility of trapping its own grain - on 
which poetry lives and thrives. And this is the stuff of one's essential 
understanding of the reality of the original Word, the Well of Silence. (p. 95) 

Briefly, the state of namelessness or ' negative identity' (p. 101) the 
protagonist has by then reached amounts to an abandonment of the self, 
of the ego in particular, which enables him to lose himself as it were in 
the condition of the numberless destitute whom he calls the 'uniniti~te' 
(p. 103) and in a neglected apparently extinct historical past of 
victimization. The Well of Silence is the mysterious source that 
transmutes this condition into art. At this stage, Nameless stops in the 
'Dark Room of Identity ', (p. 107) also, of course, a room of genesis. 
Gradually, however, the relation between self and non-self as the 
mainspring of different kinds of art becomes more prominent in Harris 's 
fiction. Music and painting were, of course, already incipient 
compositional elements in Palace of the Peacock. If in The Eye ·of the 
Scarecrow he initiated his metafictional and metaphysical reflexion on 
the nature of art, by the time he wrote Companions of the Day and Night, 
he had begun to explore in greater depth varieties of artistic modes. In the 
novels from The Waiting Room to Companions of the Day and Night, it is 
also becoming clear that man is not the sole creator of art which - this is 
now a self-evident truth - he does not see as a mere imitation of nature, 
aesthetic recreation of experience or even sole visionary exploration of 
man's consciousness. Daemonic and divine, elusive and inexplicable, the 
creative impulse in his fiction is manifest in the all-pervasive livingness 
of the gods, nature and men. · 

1 Wilson Harris, 'Some Aspects of Myth and the Intuitive Imagination', in 
Explorations. A Selection of Talks and Essays 1966-1981, ed. Hena Maes
Jelinek, Dangaroo Press (Mundelstrup, 198 1 ), p. 99. 
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In Real Presences George Ste iner argues that any aesthetic act, 
however original, is always an imitatio , a replication of the inaccessible 
first fiat, 'a creative motion always after the first'. 'Whatever [their] 
seeming novelty, ... [works of art] are ultimately mimetic '.' Harris 
believes in a far more collaborative creativeness between the divine and 
the human. He does not claim to capture the very origins of creation. But 
where Steiner assen s that 'Even the most innovative, revolutionary text, 
canvas, tonal composition, arises from something: from the limits of 
physiology, from the potential of the linguistic or material means, from 
social-historical ambience' (pp. 201-202), Harris sees the act of creation 
as capable of reaching through these towards a sheer nothingness that can 
mutate into somethingness. This mutation is originality. Keeping 
Steiner's comment in mind, it does not mean that the artist considers 
himself as a god. Rather, in the words of Anton Ehrenzweig, whose 
study, The Hidden Order of Art Harris often ment io ns, 'The story of 
divine creation turns into the story of human creativity' .2 

In the novel called Tumatumari Prudence, the main character, 

at first... could not cease from trembling ... but as she shook, vibrations were 
set up which rippled and fled across the basin of the world-Amazon to 
Orinico - Atlantic to Pacific - a continent bedded in rivers and oceans. It was 
as if she gained in this way some consolation from reciprocity, from 
reaction.3 

The shock she has just received occurred when she saw an eye appear 
on the Rock-face of the Well. This Eye or IT,4 evokes in several novels 
the nameless reality or dimension, a 'spectre of wholeness '5 within all 
concrete, psychological or behavioural phenomena. Prudence's vision 
into the Eye or crack of stone leads to 'a resumption of the conversation 
with the muse' (p. 114), in other words to inspirational sources equally 
shared by man and nature and, in the context of this novel, buried in 
history. Harris makes this clear in 'The Music of Living Landscape', 
where he refers to Tumatumari as 'sleeping yet singing rocks' .6 In 
another essay, after asking 'What is art?', he goes on : 

1 George Steiner, Real Presences. ls there anything in what we say?, Faber & 
Faber (London, 1989), pp. 201-204. 
2 Anton Ehrenzweig, The Hidden Order of Art. A Study in the Psychology of 
Artistic Imagination, University of California Press (Berkeley & Los Angeles, 
1971 (1967]), p. 210. 
3 Wilson Harris, Tumatumari, Faber & Faber (London, 1968), p. 112. 
4 See Tumatumari, pp. 83 & 111. 
5 Wilson Harris, The Infinite Rehearsal, Faber & Faber (London, 1987), p. 2. 
6 Wilson Harris, 'The Music of Living Landscape', in Selected Essays. The 
Unfinished Genesis of the Imagination, ed. Andrew Bundy, Routledge (London 
& New York, 1999), p. 45. 
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Scu lpture appears to have existed long before Man existed in his present 
evolutionary shape. Out of the turbulence of the Earth the rocks appeared to 
scul pt bees, ~s~cts, animals and Man himself. Man becomes in this long 
terra in of 111tmt1ve shapes ... a living work of an ... He resembles the rock
hewn faces of creation which he shares with every creature long before he 
appears as he now is. 1 

My point is that Harris's fiction conceives a world in which all forms 
of ~xis:ence and experience, all modal_i ties of being or 'sentient living 
ent1t1es , as he says, whether nature. animals or men, open onto an inner 
complex reality, the ' immanent substance' or 'archetypal essences'2 

emerging in The Infinite Rehearsal. Thi s infinite variety in both concrete 
world and the subterranean reality that informs it, as well as the fluid 
metaphorical shifts from one to the other account for Harris's ' new 
conceptu~I language'3 and for the associative method by which apparent 
mcompatibles of all kinds, and not merely the 'contrasting spaces· as in 
the early work, coalesce into a chain of being. If, as Harris has often 
explained , creation is a two-way process, an encounter between his 
questing protagonists and the fictional substance emerging from the 
unconscious, then imaginati_on itself partakes of both worlds. In its 
' unfinished genesis', it is both creative capacity and the wholeness that 
capacity approaches and glimpses if only evanescently. It creates itself 
while apprehending the other, revealing the all-pervasiveness that holds 
the world together. In a flash of revelation in The Four Banks of the River 
of Space, Anselm, the protagonist, exclaims: 'I had missed the subtle 
linkages of a Parent Imagination in, through and beyond all creatures, all 
elements, a Parent beyond fixed comprehension'.4 

And Harris himself asserts about 'The Fabric of the Imagination ': 

Such a notion arguably implies that there has been a genesis of the 
~magi nation_ within the interstices of unrecorded time, that the unique -
mde_ed mmutable - force of such a genesis imbues the human psyche with 
flexible and far-flung roots in all creatures, all elements, all worlds and 
conste llations, all sciences, all spaces susceptible to visualisMion.5 

To trace this inimitable force is a challenging paradox through 
Harris's fiction in that the protagonist's approach to the inexpressible is 

~ Wilso~ Harris, 'The Power of the Word in Space and Place', fo rthcoming. 
On this sub1ect see Noel Cobb, Archetypal Imagination . Glimpses of the Gods 

in Life and Art, Lindisfarne Press (New York, 1992). 
3 

C.G. Jung refers to 'a uni ty of being which would have to be expressed in terms 
of a new conceptual language', in Synchronicity. An Acausal Connecting 
f'rinciple, tran_s. R.F.C. Hull , Routledge & Kegan Paul (London, 1955), p. 133. 

Wilson Harns, The Four Banks of the River of Space, Faber & Faber (London, 
1990), p. 125. Further references are given in the text. 
5 

Wilson Harris, 'The Fabric of the Imagination ', Third World Quarterly, 12. I 
(January 1990), pp. 175-J 86, p. 175. 
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both a 'terrifying well-nigh unendurable perspective" and a possible 
source of ecstasy. There is no ending in conventional te rms in the novels 
but an achievement of vision: in death which, for Han-is, is also life-in
death; through disappearance, real or metaphorical, into the third 
nameless dimension, or through a fall into a state of suspension between 
extinction and a possible reversal of that fall as experienced by Bone in 
Jonestown and the Dreamer in The Dark Jester. Increasingly, after 
exploring the resources of language2 to reach that vision, Harris 
simultaneously investigates the imaginative, self-reflexive power of the 
other arts as means of 're-sensitizing' the world. 

In this respect, Companions of the Day and Night could be considered 
as one of the most global, ye t densely concise instalments in his fictional 
canvas, especially in its striking fusion between science and the arts. We 
saw that, by the end of The Eye of the Scarecrow, the narrator's spiritual 
self-exile had transfonned him into Jdiot Nameless. now the main 
character in Companions. In his hollow appearance, 'eloquent mosaic 
character composed of inner stains and dyes' ,3 he clearly prefigures Ghost 
in The Infinite Rehearsal and the many-faceted quester in The Dark 
Jester. He seems nevertheless more physically human in his travels and 
relations with other characters, for instance, with the virgin/whore and, 
above all, in a sharpening of the senses giving access to what Mrs Black 
Marsden calls the ghost within the technicality4 of different arts. In Black 
Marsden Goodrich realizes that it is possible ' to re-sensitize our biased 
globe into moveable squares' .5 In its sequence, Companions of the Day 
and Night, his edition of the ' Idiot collection' sets in motion a world 
immobilized in static pe rceptions of history and of the layers of 
successful regimes and cultures in Mexico. 

One bridge between science and art grows out of Goodrich 's 
awareness that modern man' s fear of extinction if the earth were to fall 
into a black hole of gravity (p. 14) is similar to ' pre-Columbian 
investitures of fear ' which made them resort to human sacrifice on the 
pyramid of the sun to ensure the rebirth of the sun after night. On the 
seEond day of his wanderings through Mexico, Idiot Nameless finds 
himself at the end of a road branching in two directions, 'science and art' : 

1 The Eye of the Scarecrow, p. 96. In The Four Banks of the River of Space 
Harris speaks of 'the unbearable divine', p. 9. 
2 See Susan 's log-book in The Waiting Room, Victor's poems in Ascent to Omai 
or Goodrich 's 'Book oflnfinity' in Black Marsden. 
3 Wilson Harris, Companions of the Day and Night, Faber & Faber (London, 
1975), p. 81. Further references are given in the text. 
4 'There is a ghost to Rose which may become visible within that technicality' 
(Companions of the Day and Night, p. 75). 
5 Wilson Harris, Black Marsden (a tabula rasa comedy), Faber & Faber 
(London, 1972), p. 66. 
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One branch led into a hole in the ground, into untapped resources of energy 
or untapped resource.s of extinguished time, the other into a cloak or body 
sacrificed to the sun, into the end of time itself or the genesis all over again of 
light... (p. 23) 

Both th~n lead into a subterranean pool of neglected personal, cultural, 
even cosmic resources and, together, as the Fool reflects, 'were two sides 
of nameless p~ten ti alities. .. that made the shape of each body, each 
room ... subtly different to what one thought it was' (p. 23). 

These passages imply that the many art forms the Fool reacts to the 
pre-Columbian vestiges, the dream-p lay [a version of Harris's ~eJJ 
known drama of consciousness], the unfinished statue of the Absent 
Virgin, the fire-eater's many canvases, the monumental statue of the 
Emperor. with "'.hich the Fool identifies, becoming a fluid Emperor Rain 
and leavmg behmd a passive reflectio n ' devoid of... authentic transaction 
of : ision ' (p. 60), all these are so many gateways into different culturaJ 
peno~s and c.atastrophi~ historical pasts, ' the moving squares of the 
globe I mentioned earlier entering into a dialogue. Hence Goodrich's 
comment that 'the paintings and sculptures to which the writings related 
were doorways through which Idiot Nameless moved ' (p. 13). It is in this 
sense, that music, though seldom mentioned in this novel, is nevertheless 
the ~xpressive ~edium of the Fool's joint consciousness of catastrophe 
and its suspension (p . 7 1). There is al so musicality in the variations on a 
given motif such as the Fool 's many descents and ascents and it 
modulates the ~ifferent fragments/days1 of the narrative, the' specific 
rhythm un?erlymg ~~ Fool's various perceptions of the globe: the 
cosmo~ which he env1s10ns when he flies in mid-Atlantic, the 'seas, skies, 
places (p. 68) of the world, as he journeys through space and in his own 
mental globe or sphere. 

.Relati!lg different modes of artistic expression is, o f course, not new. 
Anstotle's Poetics with its emphasis on mimesis is still influential today .2 
Horac~'s 'Ut pictura poesis', ' as in painting so is poetry', and its possible 
extension to 'ut musica poesis' have a long history both in creative 
attempts to approximate painting or music in poetry and in aesthetic 
theory.3 In The Womb of Space Harris himself quotes Theophile Gautier 
who wrote that Baudelaire's Les fl.eurs du mal ' [take] color from a ll 
pa le ttes and notes from all keyboards' .4 From the second half of the 

1 On this subject, see Pierre Fran9ois, 'The Lapsarian Ascent', in his excellent 
study, Inlets of the Soul. Contemporary Fiction in English and the Myth of the ;au, R?dopi (Am~terdam/~tlanta, 1999), pp. 255-289. 

See P1ei:r~ Somv~ll.e, Es~a1 sur la poet.ique d'Aristote et sur quelques aspects de 
sa postente, L1brame Ph1Josophique J. Vrin (Paris, 1975). 
3 Henryk Markiewicz, 'Ut Pictura Poesis ... A History of the Topos and the 
;rob~em', New ~iterary History 18. 3 (Spring 1987), pp. 535-557. 

Wilson Hams, The Womb of Space. The Cross-Cultural Imagination, 
Greenwood Press (Westport, CT, 1983), p. 90. Further references in the text. 
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nineteenth century onwards and certainly in the modernist period, many 
writers attempted to give literature a musical struc ture or the texture of 
the visual arts. Here again, Harris's originality lies in a ceaselessly 
evolving translation of cross-cultura lity into the various forms of art 
woven into the narrative. a process one might call cross- or trans
modality.1 

In The Womb of Spare he talks of a 'coincidence of the arts' whereby 
'a poem or fiction may absorb metaphors tha t relate to paint ing or 
sculpture or organic images of music' (p. 91). In Da Silva da Silva's 
Cultivated Wilderness the artist's daemon reads in da Silva's canvases an 
'ars combinatoria' (p. 44). The painter is another incarnation of the da 
Silva who in Palace of the Peacock appears to Vigilance as ' the frailest 
shadow of his former self. Hi s bones were splinte rs and points Vigi lance 
saw and his flesh was newspaper, drab, wet until the lines and markings 
had run fantastically together ' .2 Harris later described this apparition of a 
man who seems to return from the grave as ' inchoate canvas or 
painting' .3 In Da Silva da Silva 's Cultivated Wilderness he creates 
himself as an artist as he recreates individual lives and historical episodes 
since Magellan's circumnavigation of the globe. He prepares for an 
exhibition of paintings that he did seven years earlier and descends into 
those paintings as Goodrich descended into the Idiot Nameless collection. 

In both essays and fiction Harris applies similar 're-visionary 
strategies' in the quest for wholeness and metamorphosis of a static 
world. He has explained that, when going back to earlier texts, he 
becomes aware of clues he may have planted in them intuitively, which 
erupt and suggest an 'ongoing, infinite potential as that text appears to 
move ... to convert itself into something other than it firs t seems to be' .4 In 
The Eye of the Scarecrow he fictionalizes this method and adumbrates his 
concept of ' infinite rehearsal' when the narrator refers to a childhood 
incident whose significance he did not immediately grasp: 

... little though I knew it this was to prove a life-time's poetry of science and 
.. a stubborn terrifying task. It was to prove the re-living of all my life again 

and again as if I were a ghost returning to the same place (which was always 
different), shoring up different ruins (which were always the same). (p. 25) 

1 See Harris's essay, 'Aubrey Williams', in which he speaks of ' the music of 
colour orchestrated in fWilliams's] canvases ... Painted space 'speaks' to the 
'ear''. The Journal of Caribbean Literatures, 2-1, 2 & 3 (Spring 2000), pp. 26-
30, p. 26. 
2 Wilson Harris, Palace of 1he Peacock, Faber & Faber (London, 1998 [ l 960)), 
pp. 95-96. 
3 Unpublished interview with Hena Maes-Jelinek, August 198 I. 
4 Wilson Harris, 'Comedy and Modem Allegory: A Personal View', in A 
Shaping of Connections. Commonwealth Literature Studies - Then and Now, ed. 
Hena Maes-Jelinek, Kirsten Holst Petersen and Anna Rutherford, pp. 127-140, p. 
135. 
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In Da Silva da Silva: 

As he returned 10 each pai111ing again and again as varieties of 1ransparen1 
eclipse. he began lo observe an implicit bank there in 1ha1 a deep-seated 
mui.ation of !One rose into each canvas and one saw a spirit there as one sees 
a never-to-be-pain ted. 11ever-10-be-1rappcd, light or c lement on earth. 
11 was !his con1ras1 between un iform cloak and mutation of lone born of 
suppressed resou rces that filled him now... with a sense of original 
independence rhrough himself. through each fai led canvas across 1he years.' 

O ne also finds in The Eye's ' Manifesto' and at the core of da Silva's 
re-v is ion of his paintings a common primord ial fountainhead of creation, 
a t once source of inspiration and object of re-envisioning, which in his 
series of paintings da S ilva sees as 'an unfathomable coherence through 
each trackless un iverse. trackless wilderness' (p. 38). 

T he g lobal in this narrative is being shaped into its multi-layered 
textu re. As da Silva ' unravels self-portraits of fate' (p. 50) in can vases 
painted se ven years before, 'Truth flashes through the Magellan mask, 
the uffey mask, that I wear; a nak ed spark of truth that lingers, a 
g limp ed compass ion. an orig inal unity that runs with conformable 
ins titu tions but is other than uniform style, uniform paint, un iform 
conviction' (p. 50, my e mphasis). 

The compassion, re birth of emotion and sensibi lity da Si lva detects in 
his paintings emerges from a dia logue, among othe rs , between Magellan 
who opened the way to the European conquest of the world and Cuffey, a 
revolutionary victim of that conquest. The coming togethe r of the world 's 
disparities culminates in da Silva's highly original use of the architecture 
of the CommonweaJth Insti tute in London as a metaphorical globe. He 
sketc hes a line of tone representing institutional uniformity and a li ne of 
universal non-tone or never-to-be-painted beauty and compassion (p. 69), 
the two meeting at the apex of the Commonwealth tent. In his painted 
voyage through the te nt he moves through a 'wildemesse' globe, which 
nevertheless elicits ' the glimmering light of a perception of value beyond 
the qu antitative mi rage of civilisations' (p. 74). This v is ion of hope is 
malc he d by his relation with his wife whom he calls ' Je nine Gold, Jenine 
Globe, where masked popu lations reside' (p. 5). When he meets her on 
her way home and she announces that she is pregnant ' he e ncircled he r 
fleecy coat ' and in doing so, ' [h]e e nc ircled the globe then, a global light 
whose circulation lay through a nd beyond fear into unfathomable 
security' (p. 77). 

Je n 's news of the coming c hild is . as Harris said e lsewhere, an 
'annunc iation of humanity" in a dying age and a crisis o f civilisation 

1 
Wilson Harris, Da Silva 's da Silva 's Cultivated Wilderness, Faber & Faber 

(London, 1977), p. 38. 
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which calls for a rebi11h of moral conscience and a move towards an all
encompassing vis ion of all the resources avai lable to man that could 
blend into a dynamic liberation of static mental structures. The muse's 
pregnancy is also an a nnunciation of the ' renascence of the arts'.2 lt 
occurs in the last chapte r of The Tree of the Sun, a seque nce to Da Silva 
da Silva, in which the painter's a11 is an even more fa r-reaching medium 
of fertile recreation of the past and a self-re fl ex ive scrutiny of the art ist 's 
role. The ending is a s triking ly dense, metaphorical composition 
interweavino inne r and o uter world: earth . sea. sky reaching out into the 

b . 

cosmos; living and dead characters and their spi ritual re la tion: man s long 
evolutionary h istory imprinted with traces of its animal past. In other 
words, a ll spheres of be ing cohere into the ship of the globe with which a 
newly created community or ' human orchestra' (p. 94) begins to move. A 
brief passage will g ive an idea of how this interweavi ng affects th.e 
language of the novel. Da Silva expresses his attachment to Jen and their 
coming offspring but is reticent about the burden of his spiritual relation 
with the woman whose life he is recreating: 

Their climax made him suddenly confused ... at !he dividing line between 
spirit and creation. His tools sang nevertheless, painter's brush and sculptor's 
hammer, singing flesh of a bird, the spirit of a bird. There was the rhythmic 
stab of a sculptured song, there was a sound of soundless crying, as the 
songbird lit in her body and inserted its beak into her nesh, inlo his nesh, into 
a piercing musical wire. (p. 74) 

Harris's vis ion in this novel identifies the creation of community with 
' the very art of creatio n' as a ' heterogeneous enterprise' (p. 63), in which 
poetry , painting, sculptu re coinc ide, though music comes increasingly to 
the fore as a unifying essence and agent of ' the ... 'sile nt' and 'immaterial' 
complexity of arousal',3 especially in The Carnival Trilogy and The Dark 
Jester. 

I must res trict my comments on music to some brief concluding 
remarks, hopefu lly congruous with its renewed signi ficance in Harris's 
latest novels. A lready in Palace of the Peacock Caro l I's music or 'organ 
cry ' in 'bre ak[ing] and mend [ing] itself a lways' ,4 e pitomizes the pivotal 
movement of aJI Harris's narratives: d ismemberment/re-memberment; 
ruin/orig in; Death/resurrection. Music is fl uid, intangible, uncapwrable 
and capable of merging d issonant compone nts, all fea tu res Harris sees in 
the 'inimitable ground of be ing' - o r wholeness - w hich in The Four 
Banks of the River of Space 'gather[s] up... all that has[s] been 

1 Wilson Harris, 'The Quest fo r Form', Kunapipi 5-1 ( 1983). pp. 2 1-27, p. 22, p. 
27. 
2 Wilson Harris, The Tree of the Sun, Faber & Faber (London, 1977), p. 24, p. 
69, p. 83, p. 87. 
3 The Eye of the Scarecrow, p. 95. 
4 Palace of the Peacock, p. I I 3 . 
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experienced in every conditio n of existence' (p. 51 ). Whereas painting 
and sculpture capture the outer world and give access to its inner complex 
reality, the role of music, apart from the stylistic variations I briefly 
referred to in connection with Companions of the Day and Night , is at 
least twofold, especially in The Four Banks of the River of Space and The 
Dark Jester. 

In The Four Banks of the River of Space, particularly, it is a link or 
connecting thread between outer and inner spheres, between successive 
layers of reality, for example in the joint perfomiance of flute and scale 
or ladder when the (diagrammatic) voice of the flute ascends from the 
abyss through ' the flesh of the elements', ' the Fossil ancestors' (pp. 46-
47), giving voice to ' the spirits of the living and the dead ' (p. 45). It is 
therefore a relating agent with in the globe as well as a linkage between 
different forms of art in the narrative. One can apply to music Emmanuel 
Levinas's saying that ' the essence of language is its relation to the 
Other '.' Indeed language and music are 'antiphonal discourses' (xii) in 
Anselm's dream-book. On one level, the Other here is the Amerindian, in 
particular three drowned Macusi children. More generally , it is the 
wholeness or ' immanent substance' which Harris has translated into a 
great variety of terms in his fiction and criticism. Music animates the 
components of this wholeness. As 'music of genesis', it captures the very 
movement of creation and pervades the globe with 'spatial rhythms ... one 
seldom listens to ' (p. 8). At one stage Anselm and his companions do 
listen to ' fi re-music' in a waterfall in the forest: 

We had entered it seemed ... an innermost chamber of the magical Waterfall 
beneath god-rock. It encompassed the globe, the ancient world, the modem 
world. As if the Waterfall had been uplifted from the river and transferred 
within us in the music of space, around us in Shadow-organ imperceptible ... 
dance of genesis. (p. 133) 

The dance of genesis that informs Harris's global imagination. 

Hena MAES-JELINEK 
Universite de Liege 

1 Emmanuel Levinas, Totalite et infini. ·Essai sur l 'exteriorite, Martinus Nijhoff 
(Paris, 197 1 ), p. 227. Trans. mine. 


